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In a paper from from December 2019, we looked at the fake Hanukkah stabbing in Monsey, finding it had to do with bail reform in New York. As it turns out, bail companies all over the country have been bought out in the past 30 years by the huge investment groups like Blackrock, Fidelity, and so on. To maximize profit, bail had become more common and more expensive. 70% of those in jail at any one time haven't been charged with anything, but most end up paying bail which is never refunded—even though they aren't convicted or even indicted. Between 1990 and 2009, the percentage of those required to post bail rose from 37% to 61%, a 61% increase in less than two decades. Since we are now 11 years later, we can be sure that number has increased even more. I would guess it is more like 70% now. And blacks now pay 84% of bail in this country.

However, due to complaints by their constituencies, some legislatures had noticed this problem and had begun to do something about it. The legislatures pushed, so the huge investment groups are pushing back. First, they ran that fake stabbing in Monsey about six months ago. That didn't do the job, so they are now running fake riots all over the country. These riots are doing triple and quadruple duty, as we have seen: making people even more scared, creating racial tension, taking our minds off the corona hoax and the huge theft from the treasury that accompanied it, and so on. But now we can see that in addition to that, these fake riots are advancing the bail game as well. How do I know? See this article from theringer.com, promoted today at Getpocket, entitled: It Changes Who Has the Power: How Bail Funds Across the Country Are Responding to Protests.

The graphic at the top of the page repeats “DONATE NOW” 45 times. The article informs us about the “non-profit” Nashville Community Bail Fund, which collects donations from the community to bail people out of jail who can't afford it. We are told the riots have driven donations up, which is supposed to make us feel toasty. And it might, until we remember that the Bail Fund is not truly non-profit. The local organization may be non-profit, but someone is profiting here, aren't they? Who? That would be those who the NCBF are paying: the huge bail companies. Their profits just went way up, didn't they? Do you really think that was an accident? It just happened that way?

No, we can tell we are in the middle of yet another conjob here, since it is easy to spot this article as another product of the spooks. Look closer. The article starts with the sob story of Rahim Buford of Nashville, one of 19 children (like the 19 hijackers, 19 rebels with Castro, 19 hung in Salem, etc.), who, at age 18 (aces and eights, Chai), shot a gun into the floor at a store he was robbing, but—unlucky him—it ricocheted and hit the store manager, killing him. Yeah, I'm sure that happened. Buford spent the next 26 years in Tennessee prisons. He was paroled in 2015=8, and is now one of two full-time organizers at NCBF.

So let's so a simple people search on this Rahim Buford. The first thing we notice is that Intelius has changed. It used to be almost instantaneous, but it has now switched to the Instantcheckmate format, which searches slowly while it asks you follow up questions about your search. The second thing we
notice is that there is no Rahim Buford listed as ever living in Tennessee. The only result is Abdullah Rahim of Madison, TN, no age, with a relative listed with the name Ronniecia Buford. Abdullah has also lived in Cerritos, CA. Instantcheckmate tells us exactly the same thing. Which is strange in itself, since in my experience, Intelius and Instantcheckmate never tell us exactly the same thing. It looks like the two sites have been linked recently, possibly in response to me and my guest writers.

At any rate, Rahim Buford doesn't exist, according to the big computers, which is exactly what I expected. Which means this article at theringer is total BS.

Next we are told that NCBF normally takes in about $40,000 a year. It just took in $50,000 in 72 hours. Do you want me to do the math for you, so you can see the increase there? That is an increase of 152 times, or over 15,000%. If they kept that up for the whole year, they would collect almost $6.1 million. So you can see why they are publishing this article. They want you to go donate to some “non-profit”, so that these already obscenely wealthy people can make 15,000% profit. And it isn't just in Tennessee. Across the country there are over 100 of these bail funds collecting increased donations.

We are assured: “Now, with their combined efforts, bail funds are shifting the power wielded by criminal justice systems to the communities they police.”

Except that they aren't. Paying bail doesn't shift power to the community. How could it do that? Our author doesn't answer that question, of course, he just floats the idea as another toasty one. No, paying bail only shifts money to the big bail companies who are collecting it. Those rich people don't count as “the community”.

We are told paying this bail stops police violence. Again, how? Do you think these trillionaire investment groups are investing in police education programs? Get real.

In Minnesota, we are told the Minnesota Freedom Fund has collected $31 million in two weeks from 800,000 donators. But since that Fund was supposed to go to bail, the money collected is far beyond local needs. Average bail in Minnesota is $150, so they can now bail out 207,000 people. In 2018, they bailed out about 100 people with $10,000. So where will the excess money go? We don't know, because we know almost nothing about this MFF. Its website doesn't tell us anything about it. Neither the home page nor the about page have any information. Who founded this Fund? Who manages it? Who oversees it? How do we know how much has been collected? Do you think they are going to post financial statements? Unlikely, since this whole thing looks like another CIA front. We are told celebrities have donated large amounts, but we are told a lot of things that aren't true. For myself, I don't believe these celebrities have donated anything. I don't believe anything these people say, or anything said about them. They are actors: they lie for a living. So does the media.

If we do a Google search on the Minnesota Freedom Fund, we are told there is a page for “Staff and Board”, but if we click on that we are taken to an empty page on the site.

If you still aren't sure about the MFF, you may want to study its executive director, Tonya Honsey. At that link, you will see they admit she is a former drug addict, drug pusher, and convicted thief, who—for some reason not given—has also been appointed to the State Sentencing Guidelines Commission. We keep looking for some qualifications in that article, beyond being a criminal, but they never come. We are only told she has been working in the construction industry. Cement, I guess.

Elsewhere, we are told she got both positions due to being “a George Soros acolyte.” Breitbart
confirms that,

**Honsey was named a Soros Justice Fellow by the Open Society Foundations in 2019.**

That establishes our link to the huge investment groups, doesn't it? MFF was funded by grants from the University of Minnesota, including the Acara Challenge. But we aren't told who funds those grants. I think we may assume it is Soros—real name Schwartz Gyorgy, Hungarian Jew. The funniest thing is that a search on this finds Soros over and over being labelled a liberal. Soros is about as liberal as J. P. Morgan. In other words, he is a fascist hiding behind a blue donkey. About the last thing he wants is an open society or an empowered populace. None of the rich guys want that or ever have. They have prospered by top-down control, which is the opposite of liberal by definition. That is what Soros has always been about.

Like Honsey, Soros is a convicted crook. The government of France convicted him of insider trading in 2006, and gave him a large fine, though it should have been far larger and included jail time. He should also have been convicted of swindling the UK taxpayers in 1992, when he shorted the pound, taking about $5 billion in the heist. But the UK government was in on the heist, since their own law said the taxpayers had to buy something it was not in their interest to buy. That was the nut of the con right there, though no one ever tells you that. It was insider trading of the best/worst kind, since Soros had help from the government itself. You can't sell short without short buyers, you see.

Wikipedia tells us the founder of MFF is Simon David Cecil, Jewish of course (possibly linked to the Cecils in the peerage—his looks confirm that possibility, since many prominent Cecils there are redheads), but has no other useful information for us. . . except for blatant numerology. It tells us in 2017 the Fund bailed out 33 people. Really, 33, who would have guessed?
Note the red beard there on Cecil, the 1st Earl of Salisbury. He was Secretary of State and Lord High Treasurer under Elizabeth I.

Simon Cecil also looks like Lord David Cecil:

Same build, face shape, and hairline. Lord Cecil's mother was a Gore, so our Cecil may be related to Al Gore. That would fit like a glove, wouldn't it? Remember, Gore is a Soros protege. The *Washington Times* called Soros his Sugar Daddy.

Board President at MFF is Gregory Pearce Lewin, 29, also Jewish. He seems kind of young to be a Board President.
There are a lot of Lewins in thepeerage as well, since the Barons Lewin are prominent in the Merchant Taylors, where they are related to the Spencers. They also produced many admirals. They are related to the Queen through the Webbs.

Lewin and Cecil look like kid fronts for this thing. Do you think we might be able to connect them to the big investment groups like Blackrock? My guess is yes, though I doubt we can do it with information posted online. But since we already linked Honsey to Soros and through him to the Quantum Group, I should not give up hope. The first thing I would like to know are the fathers and mothers of Cecil and Lewin. I bet something big is lurking there.

Simon Cecil has no real bio posted online, but there are definitely peerage Cecils in the US. They married into the Vanderbilt clan in 1924, when John Cecil married Cornelia Stuyvesant Vanderbilt. He was the grandson of the Marquess of Exeter and Mary Tyssen-Amherst, linking us to all sorts of Nazi action. Mary's father was a baron, and her mother was... Margaret Mitford. Margaret's father was an admiral, and her cousins were the Mitford sisters, one of whom was a friend of Hitler. The name Tyssen also links us to the Nazis, since the Tyssens link us to Fritz Thyssen, German industrialist billionaire and bankroller of Hitler.

Cornelia Vanderbilt was the daughter of George Washington Vanderbilt II, who was the grandson of Cornelius Vanderbilt. They were from Staten Island, NY, and Biltmore, NC. They have many grandchildren in the US.

According to Intelius, we are looking at Simon David Cecil, 37, related to Lawrence, Noah, and Wilson Cecil, as well as Debra Bruce. Instantcheckmate also puts him in San Salvador. The name Debra Bruce is interesting, since the Bruces are also possible nobility/royalty. Think Robert the Bruce.

Greg Lewin has a page at MyLife.com that gives up some info. There we find he is from Wilmington, DE, another CIA HQ. Related there to Saunders, Abdul Ali, Carmelo Cannuli, William E. Stewart (77), Kleinstein, Cabrera, Stephanie A. Frey (51), and Lori Bruce. Could Bruce link him to Simon Cecil? Could Frey link him to Minneapolis Mayor Frey (below)?
Another Jew controlling this story. Getting old, isn't it? Think your governor or mayor isn't Jewish? Guess what, you are probably wrong.

I told you it wouldn't be easy to get information on these guys, but maybe my readers can send me something. I am sure I am on the right track, since it is always the same people running these cons. There is no chance this event just accidentally includes Cecils and Lewins.